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Teachers Grades 3-5

Science

GRACE
Educational Curriculum
WEATHER / CLIMATE/

ATMOSPHERE

Rain in the Classroom
This is a follow-up lesson to Blinded by Water Vapor, a discovery activity that demonstrates the basics of

condensation.

Background:  When teaching weather, the water cycle should be explained conceptually,

and experiments should follow to offer a concrete explanation to each step.  Twin satellites,

named GRACE, will track water movements on and beneath Earth’s surface while mapping

the Earth’s gravity field.

Objectives:  Following this lesson, students will,

ß Model rain in their classroom.

ß Explain orally why rain occurs.

ß Improve their understanding of the GRACE mission.

Standards: Science:  unifying concepts & processes; science as 

inquiry; physical science; earth and space science

Vocabulary: condensation evaporation precipitation

Materials:  Glass pie plate

Ice cubes

Food coloring

Device [hot pot] to heat water and release steam

Ring stand (to place the pie plate above the hot pot)



                                                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Procedure:

1. One day before the lesson, place 4-6 drops of food coloring into an ice tray.  Fill with

water and freeze. Note that using colored ice cubes will refute ideas later that the

“rain” is coming from the ice cubes.

2. Ten minutes before starting the lesson, set up a ring-stand above the hot pot.  Begin

to boil the water.  Cover the pie plate with ice.

3. Start lesson by telling the class that today, you are going to make it rain inside the

classroom.  There will be an immediate buzz around the class.  Let them know that it

will only be a small storm.

4. Show students the set up you have already started.  Ask them why they think there

is a boiling hot pot of water.  [It represents evaporating water]

5. Now bring out the pie plate, full of ice cubes.  What does the pie plate represent in

the model?  [It represents freezing clouds.]

6. Invite students to the area of the experiment so they can watch closely to see what

is happening.  Place the pie plate on top of the stand.  Let the experiment run for

several minutes.  As more water condenses on the bottom of the pie plate, the closer

you are to producing rain.

7. After about 3-5 minutes, there should be droplets falling from the pie plate.  Let

students know that they are looking at a model of the water cycle.  The falling water

drops into the hot pot only to be evaporated again and again.

8. Have students return to their seats.  Have them draw a diagram of today’s

experiment, and label it with the three steps of the water cycle.  [evaporation,

condensation, precipitation]

Extensions Activity:

• Draw a poster with details of the water cycle.

• What will happen if pollutants get into a stream?

• Write the environmental board to get requirements on checking for pollutants.

• Conduct an on-line activity from museums in the classroom:

http://www.chias.org/www/edu/mitc/wkshp/ocean/oceans.html

• Make a terrarium.  Why do plants survive?

References / Resources:

http://www.teachnet.com/lesson/science/terrariums043099.html

http://octopus.gma.org/Tidings/drop/index.html


